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Deadline for Submitting this Form is February 1, 2012 at 12pm (Pacific Standard Time)
Warning:  This form  requires Adobe Reader or Acrobat versions 9.0 and above - For help, please see our Tech FAQ page:
http://www.burningman.com/installations/art_tech_faq.html
 
ART GRANTS SUBMISSION FORM 2012
1,000 character limit
3,000 character limit
Project Overview
3,500 character limit
Budget 
Research your costs carefully and be as specific as possible. It is important to note Burning Man only partially funds art projects -- we 
rely on the artist having his/her community cover any gaps in funding. We help fund material and transportation costs, as well as some
 services like welding, etc. Do not list "contingency costs" as we do not cover expenses like artist fees, flights, or crew food.  Fuel, water and materials should be included in your budget.  A detailed budget should be entered in the table below.  All dollar amounts should be in U.S. dollars.
 
If you need additional table rows, use the "add" button below the table.  Your "Total Estimated Cost" field below will be calculated from
the "Grand Total" field in the table.    If you already have an online spreadsheet, then you may instead paste a link to it in the box below.
 
For items where tax should not be calculated, please deduct the tax percentage from the line item amount.
 
Budget Spreadsheets:
Please make sure that we do not need a user name and password to access your budget spreadsheet.   We download and print the budget SO IT IS MANDATORY that it's formatted for easy printing and viewing.  Please make sure, if you use several tabs, to have a budget summary sheet.
Example: http://www.mysite.com/myOnlineSpreadsheet.xls
#
Item
Quantity
Cost
Total
Sub Total:
Urban Planning for Art
Do you envision your artwork potentially being placed in an urban setting after the Burning Man Event?
2,500 character limit
1,500 character limit
2,000 character limit
2,000 character limit
What is the height, length and width of your project?
3,000 character limit
Example: http://www.mysite.com/myimages/MyGrantProposalName_Image01.jpg
Link to a web page that lists all your images
Example: http://www.mysite.com/myimages/myListofAttachmentLinks.html
If you have a web page that contains links to your images, then copy and paste the image url for your web page into the "Web  link to 
your attachments page" box below.  Only paste one link into the box.  Please do not point us to a Flickr account.  We download and 
print EACH image, so make sure they are easily accessible and downloadable and printable without a user name or password.
Tip: Be sure to test that your image links work before pasting them into the blanks below.  
Link to individual web images
Paste up to seven links to specific images into the "web image link" form blanks below. Acceptable formats limited to JPG (JPEG), GIF, 
and TIF.  Copy and paste your image links into the "web image link" boxes below. You are allowed to place a total of seven links, or 
one for each box below. Please include the name of your proposal in the name of each of your images!!
Web Image Attachments
Note:  If you are unable to provide links to images hosted on websites, you may also attach image files to your email. The total combined file size of all your attached 
images should not exceed 4MB.   Providing links to your online images is strongly preferred over attaching images to emails.
At least one image of your concept is mandatory. This can be a drawing, sketch, photo, etc. The image should give the grant 
committee a good sense of what your art project will be. Your web images should not exceed 4MB in file size for any given image. 
Please make sure to include the name of your proposal in the name of the image!!
Project Plan and Build Schedule
4,500 character limit
Example: http://www.mysite.com/myimages/myProjectOverview.xls
Add web link to online project overview:
Please make sure that we do not need a user name and password to access your project overview link.   We download and print the 
information SO IT IS MANDATORY that it's formatted for easy printing and viewing.  
Do you have adequate crew to build, install, and clean-up your project already identified?
Stage	
Start Date
End Date
Note
Pre-Playa Construction Schedule
On Playa Construction Schedule
Please describe the date you wish to arrive in Black Rock City and your planned construction schedule for on playa.  Optionally, you 
may use the calendar web-link field below to link to a calendar, or project plan, if you have one prepared to share.
 
Stage	
Start Date
End Date
Note
Example: http://www.mysite.com/myimages/MYPROPOSALSNAME_CALENDAR.xls
Tip: Be sure to test your included link before copying it into this form.
1,00 character limit
LEAVE NO TRACE PLANNING
2,000 character limit
 A performance deposit will be withheld from your grant until after the event. Several steps must be taken in order to receive 
your deposit:
A ) You must check in at the ARTery. 
 
B ) Your artwork must be ready by 12pm on Sunday before the start of the event.  You must Leave No Trace. 
 
C ) You must check out at the ARTery before leaving the playa.  If your site is not clean, and/or if you do not complete the check in 
and checkout process, your deposit will be withheld.
A well thought out teardown, clean-up plan and schedule should be planned out before arriving on the playa. Please enter a brief 
description for how you are planning on leaving no trace below.    
1,000 character limit
Burning Artwork
Flame Effects? 
Does your proposed artwork utilize flame effects and/or pressurized gas to produce flames?
Will you be utilizing fire within your artwork? Please read the following Flame Classification Definitions carefully 
and choose the category or categories that best describes the fire type your artwork utilizes.
 
• OPEN FIRE is defined as non-pressurized flame, including setting fire to an art installation, large burn barrels, braziers, torches, assemblies of candles and/or other simple uses of fire.• FLAME EFFECTS are defined as all flames that are automated, switched, pressurized or having any action other than simply being lit on fire, as well as projects using propane or liquid fuels. (Note: liquid fuel effects are not allowed in theme camps or on Mutant Vehicles).• PYROTECHNICS refers to the art, craft and science of fireworks, which includes any explosives or projectiles. All pyrotechnic special effects material used in any art installation or performance must consist of consumer [1.4G Class C, UN0336] FIREWORKS or less.
3,500 character limit
Burning Artwork (continued)
3,500 character limit
Do you plan to use candles, torches, fire barrels, raised containers or other items that may be engulfed in flames?  
Open Fire
Do you plan to incorporate Pyrotechnics / Special Effects Material into your artwork?
 


Pyrotechnics
2,000 character limit
Submission Guidelines
SAVE THIS FORM to your computer's hard drive. You may send us your proposal by sending it as an attachment to 
artgrants@burningman.com. Your artwork title should be in the subject of your email.  If we successfully receive your email you will 
automatically be sent a confirmation email within 24 hours.  
 
Thank you for concepting art for Burning Man! We Look forward to reading your proposal! AFTER SAVING THIS FORM, you may print 
it to paper for reference using the button below.  USING THE PRINT BUTTON WILL NOT SAVE YOUR FORM.
Want to start over and wipe out all the data you've entered into this form?  You may click the red button below to clear and delete 
all the information you entered into this form.  Once you do so, you WILL NOT be able to recover your data.
 
NOTE :  ALL YOUR DATA WILL BE LOST!
Technical Survey
Which PDF software are you using to complete this form? 
 
Note, as stated in our FAQ (see link at bottom of page), Burning Man does not support Foxit Reader or Mac Preview.  We only support 
Adobe Reader and Acrobat/Acrobat Pro version 9.0 and above.   We only support Mac OSX, and Windows XP, Vista, and 7. 
Which operating system are you using to complete this form?
THANK YOU FOR SUBMITTING YOUR PROPOSAL!!!!
8.2.1.3158.1.475346.466429
http://forms.stefcameron.com/
Stefan Cameron
Emötions - Express Yourself
ALTONAER STRASSE 7
BERLIN
GERMANY
Abweichende Linienführung (Holger Wessels with Sebastian Müller and Lasse Zeike)
Abweichende Linienführung is a group of different artists around Holger Wessels, currently Sebastian Müller, Helga Zeike and Lasse Zeike. Most of the work of Abweichende Linienführung are installations and performances incorporating small live video cameras and projections in very different settings. Latest works of Abweichende Linienführung:2011 in cooperation with Sebastian Mueller: "City Airport Neukoelln" group event at 48h Neukölln festival, Berlin2005 Schaust du hin, oder schaust du weg? for Kunst im Fenster, Berlin2002 Threatening Teddy, for Conspiracies, Berlin1992-2001 several performances in BerlinHolger Wessels is a senior software developer, three times burner (2008, 2009, 2010) and two years resident of the PolyParadise theme camp. Sebastian Müller is a senior designer  and virgin.Lasse Zeike is finishing school this spring. He already published videos on YouTube with more than 25000 views and also did unpublished work with photo collages. He's a virgin, too.
wessels.holger@gmx.de
Art is a matter to explore the world. It's inspiring, disturbing, and a source of change. The art we create is intended to invite people to rethink, feel, explore and share. Art is connected to feelings. Art which doesn't create or connect to feelings is just boring. In our work we connect art to feelings in a way of which we think it ts appropriate for Burning Man. Radical expression. This is sometimes difficult even for Burners. Especially the more "dark" feelings: Hate, grief, madness. But sometimes also love, laugther, lust. Or relaxation, singing, dancing. Our installation is ment to dive into another world and to encourage people to express their feeling, in the form of a little game. With a secret twist.We create a space for people to enter their own world, which might be bigger than seen from outside. Space for new experiences, for a new point of view. A shelter in the desert heat to come back home to your feelings, to yourself.
The installation consists of two objects. The main object is a man-high hexagonal shaped hut (10ft hexayurt) called the "space of self-reflection" with a thick black curtain as the entrance door and without windows. The outside (six sides, six roof parts) is covered with collages of photos and illuminated symbols, associated with twelve different human states of being, inspired by the AUM meditation.Passing through the curtain one finds that the inside of the "space of self-reflection" is covered with mirror surfaces. The wall opposite the entrace is used for video projection. By entering the "space of self-reflection" a question is asked coming from the off:  "Can You be a mirror of ... <feeling>". The audio is controlled by a camera which recognizes if a person enters the space.The feelings are randomly chosen from out of twelve: hate, love, exhaustment, shaking, madness, dancing, grief, joy, lust, singing, silence, greeting. The participant is thus requested to play (to mirror) the mentioned feeling or behavoir for some time.  During this time the video projection shows a pre recorded video with the artist playing the mentioned feeling acompanied with supportive sound pieces. The participant sees herself/himself as an abstract figure on the the screen as an overlay to the artists performance. The movements of the participant are captured by a motion- and/or facial detection mechanism and are used to animate the abstract figure according to the movements. So  the person is (hopefully) motivated to try out the suggested feeling or behavoir.The second part of the installation is the "fountain of wisdom", which resembles a fountain with about 3ft height. It is built from the same material like the "space of self-reflection", but with closed mirror surfaces on the outside. The top of the fountain is closed, it is built upside-down and can be seen only from below. It seems to have a water surface (behind some glass). If someone is interacting with the screen inside the hut, video footage of the person doing their performance ist projected from above on the water for several minutes as a loop. After that the well gets dark again. So the water mirror shows how the things really are. Or maybe not, if no one has been in the hut before.Besides the mentioned connection to feelings, there are additional aspects embedded in the installation. Core aspect is the live (but unsaved) footage taken from the playing person while unknowingly interacting with the camera. Normally the person approaches the hut first, interacts with the installation and makes up his/her mind about the situation she/he's been with in the game. Possibly the person discovers the well later and maybe he/she recognises herself/himself in the video shown there. This might lead to a rethinking of the former experience, to the conclusion that all that stuff was just to get her/him on cam. But this is not candid camera, because the person is not monitored from somewhere else, but is interacting with the object the camera is built in, in this case the video screen. After that rethinking the person can have fun watching other people like he/she could have been watched by others. The third aspect is to get (not to store) authentic images of a person. Since the person is interacting with the camera containing object, she/he isn't influenced in their acting by the knowledge of being filmed. So his/her behavoir is much more natural than with the presence of a camera man.
1.
No
We're showing parts of the work (especially the technical part) at the NoWhere regional Burn in Spain in July. Design and title is yet unknown.Since we're based in Germany, we'll be unable to move the hut home by plane. It might be possible to reuse parts of the installation or the concept its based on in other art shows later on.
There will be sound inside the hut according to the feelings to be played. This sound will be played inside the hut only while someone is interacting. Additional low sound will be be played in the fountain. There's no interaction planned with surrounding art installations.
On top of the hut there will be a glowing globe which is placed on a short pole. The walls of the hut and the fountain will be lit by hundreds of small LEDs. The ropes which are used to tie the hut down to the ground will very close to the building and will be marked with reflective and glow-in-the-dark tape. The entry to the hut will be sourrounded by four solar lamps. The Fountain will also carry a glowing globe.
Interaction plays a big role in our artwork. The hut we want to build has several interactive elements. Once the participant has entered the hut he can experience himself in different ways. First of all he stands in an infinite room of reflections seeing himself multiplied over a milion times. Second, he gets invited by the person on the screen to express himself in a given state of mind. He gets instructions from the video where the artist will show how it is possible to move. Plus the participant sees himself as an abstract figure generated by motion/facial detection. He see himself layerd on top of the artist. He can now follow the movements of the artist or can do the opposite to see how that resolves. After he finished a session he can feel free to interact more with the installation or he chooses to go outside and stumble upon the fountain. The fountain is simmilar build like the hut. It is much smaller and only accesible by a small hole. Inside, videos are shown from people who have been to the hut and have performed. So the whole process has been filmed and can be reflected in another space close to the first space. As you can see the interactions at this art project are multi layered and it will be interessting at how the burners will even find more ways of interaction.Additionally some workshops or discussion about self-reflection, emotions might take place in the "space of self-reflection". We're going to organize this with the PolyParadise staff who already have experiences with workshops about feelings and self-reflection.
The walls of the hut and the fountain will be made from 1" thick Tuff-R, Super-Tuff-R or Thermax foam boards connected with tape. We won't use recycled material, but the hut will be art-receycled the next years at Burning Man. The outside decoration is made with wall paper and glued on the boards.The inside of the building is covered with mirror foil (aluminium coated foil). The water-like surface within the fountain is made from acrylic glass with some casting resin. The single-board fan-less computers and fan-less video projectors will be able to survive within the buildings.  We'll use solar power for keeping the installation running. This will be a solar panel with two backup batteries. If weather conditions get worse than expected, we're planning to charge one of the batteries from time to time in either a solar camp or at PolyParadise (generator-based).
(For a when-to-buy-plan see the online budget table. For every item the planned date of purchase is listed there)From our experience at the 48h neukoelln art festival we are able to work with the motion detection device kinect. Holger Wessels in particular has been working with small video cameras (sometimes even hidden cameras) over 15 years. Plus he is a professional software developer with a creative mind.The first step (3/15/12) will be to set up the technical part and it components. In this case this means to connect the projectors and the motion / facial detection devices with all the hardware and software and to test it. The idea is to start as soon as possible to resolve all problems after long time tests. The whole set up is supposed to run by itself during the burning man festival. This part starts right after the granting process.Next (5/21/12) the outside graphics for the hut will be created. We are preparing the outside design on wallpaper which can be easily transported from Germany to the festival by plane. The pieces will later be connected and glued on the walls and roof areas with an additional color finish.Smaller parts for the hut construction which might be difficult to buy at shops will get mail ordered to friends in San Diego in June (6/1/12). The other parts which are prepared in Germany  will be transported by us by plane as we travel to the festival.The next step (6/16/12) will be to film the artist performing his guide through the 12 stages. The plan is to film at the nearby forrest during spring time. There is enough space to scream and shout, and natural environment will give the "space of self-reflection" an out-of-the-desert touch. This happens in late spring, when nature is blooming.After the filming (6/18/12) the sound gets adjusted to the short movies. Our sound designer will create different sound samples for each state of being.The whole technical setup with video and sound will be taken to the European Regional festival NoWhere beginning of July (7/3/12), which also happens in a desert but with less dust and less storms. It will probably be combined with another construction or cabin which ist yet unknown. From that test we'll derive experience with stability of the video application and power requirements for Burning Man.Other equipment and hardware to build the hut will be purchased in LA and Reno in the week before the event (8/19/12). The preparation of the hexayurt boards will take place in Reno (8/24/12). On Friday afternoon we plan to arrive at Black Rock City.Construction of the hut, decoration of the exterior, installment of electronics and lighting will take place on Saturday, while decoration of the interior and final tests are going to happen at Sunday until noon.On Monday after the event everything is packed together, MOOP sweeped and brought to storage in Reno for coming festivals.
Off-playa roles: Sound designer: Lasse ZeikeVisual designer: Lasse ZeikeConstruction designer: Sebastian MüllerSoftware developer: Holger WesselsDirector of photography: Lasse ZeikeActor: Holger WesselsWeb designer: Sebastian MüllerOn-playa construction and tear down roles:the three artists with help of the people from the Themecamp PolyParadiseincluding experienced hexayurt builder "Touch"
MOOP sweep during and after construction.Daily MOOP sweep during the festival.Removal of all technical parts on Monday.Disassembly of the hut and fountain.MOOP sweep in the area around the art work.The foam boards and other hut related stuff will be brought to a local storage in Reno for next year.Over the years we are experienced in the leave-no-trace-behind policy at burning man.Nothing will be left behind.
The technical parts and artwork will be taken by us from Germany to Los Angeles a week before the event. Additional material will be bought in the Los Angeles area. Foam boards will be collected and prepared in Reno on Friday before the event. Planned arrival is Friday afternoon before the event.  A normal car will be rented to collect parts in San Diego and Los Angeles and to bring them to Reno. In Reno the normal car will be exchanged to a van big enough to transport the foam boards and everything else to Black Rock City and back again. After getting the boards and other stuff to Storage in Reno, the van will be exchanged again for a normal car to get back to the airport in LA.
No
n/a
n/a
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No
n/a
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